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Job Title: MANAGER-EXPERIENTIAL MARKETING  

 

SUMMARY 

The role of Experiential Marketing Manager is a newly evolved role at E&J Gallo that 

supports brand marketing across all spirits and wine BU’s and resides within the newly 

established Consumer & Lifestyle Marketing department, comprised of Consumer PR, 

Influencer Marketing, Multicultural & Diversity, Experiential and Partnership Marketing 

as well as Entertainment Marketing and Talent.  This role takes direction from the Director 

of Consumer & Lifestyle Marketing. 

 

Manages the planning and execution of all Experiential Marketing efforts across the 

entire E&J Gallo business (note: with the exception of the Barefoot brand, which has its 

own dedicated resource), ensuring this strategic marketing discipline is industry-leading 

and delivers ‘best-in-class’ thought leadership driving brand equity, category influence 

and business performance. This discipline leader brings subject matter expertise and 

foundational experience to the organization, promoting cross-functional integration, 

brand marketing collaboration and ongoing talent development with everyone who they 

engage with. 

 

ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS 
• With guidance from Director of Consumer & Lifestyle Marketing, creates 

implements, assesses and stewards the strategic framework governing the 

experiential marketing discipline; Collaborates to impact other strategic 

frameworks across the wider Consumer & Lifestyle Marketing landscape. 

• Provides input and guidance for the fiscal budget planning process with brand 

marketing partners and business leadership, for those brands and/or campaigns 

requesting experiential marketing planning and implementation.  

• Builds and sustains working relationships with brand marketing teams, cross-

functional peers and BU leadership to sustain and grow experiential marketing 

discipline and capabilities to meet business needs. 

• Provides subject matter guidance on the development of all B2C, B2B and portfolio 

and brand experiential marketing plans supporting select, priority wine & spirits 

brands. 

• Fosters key strategic relationships with 3rd parties and IP rights holders across the 

marketing spectrum and maintains positive working relationships with targeted 

partners and stakeholders to generate positive results impacting E&J Gallo and select 

priority brands within its portfolio. 

• Evaluates key learnings from experiential marketing efforts, thereby enabling 

successful ‘search & spin’ providing thoughtful, comprehensive recaps and 

recommendations to improve upon future performance and results. 

• Develops and implements experiential marketing campaigns that are well 

conceived in response to strategic briefs and that deliver the opportunity for 

comprehensive, cogent and fully integrated plans to be presented in support of 

overall brand marketing strategies. 

• Screens and assesses all opportunities – reactive and proactive – in order to 
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determine relevance, extent of exposure and financial implications for all 

experiential marketing initiatives. 

• Maintains a solid and deep understanding of complex legal and compliance 

regulations associated with the adult beverage industry ensuring that all planned 

experiential marketing activities and events are fully compliant with company 

risk being minimized and/or altogether nullified. 

• Oversees and manages all staff as well as any external agency, vendor and/or 3rd party 

supplier contributing towards the successful planning, implementation and evaluation of 

all experiential and event marketing efforts on behalf of E&J Gallo. 

• Uses complete knowledge of the adult beverage industry as well as the E&J Gallo 

business to confidently express opinions and exact influence impacting both tactical 

implementation efforts as well as strategic decisions. 

• Responsible for understanding and complying with applicable legal, compliance, 3-tier 

industry, quality, environmental and safety regulatory considerations. 

• Develops and approves recommendations impacting experiential and events 

marketing governance to positively influence systems, platforms, processes, policies, 

and procedures, while ensuring timely and accurate implementation. 

• Participates in inter- and intra-departmental planning meetings as requested and 

works interdependently with both brand management teams and cross-functional 

peer groups seamlessly to improve upon processes as well as contributing towards 

a best-in-class CoE on behalf of the organization. 

• Supports the successful contract negotiation of any and all agreements that are forged 

between E&J Gallo and any strategic partnership, sponsorship and/or strategic alliance; 

Continually overdelivers on the exploitation of assets, access and IP rights associated 

with contractual agreements that are procured on behalf of the company. 

• Delivers forward-thinking, best-in-class, discipline-specific thought leadership on 

the experiential marketing front and makes recommendations to implement 

emerging trends that create operational enhancements.  

• Leads and administers best-in-class practices concerning experiential marketing 

and delivers intermittent training of departmental staff, cross-functional peers as 

well as brand marketing partners as requested and on an ongoing basis. 

• Serves as an external ambassador on behalf of E&J Gallo and represents the corporate 

values with the highest of integrity. 

• Responsible for understanding and complying with applicable quality, environmental 

and safety regulatory considerations. If accountable for the work of others, 

responsible for ensuring their understanding and compliance. 

• This job description reflects management’s assignment of essential functions; it does 

not prescribe or restrict the tasks that may be assigned. 

 

SUPERVISORY RESPONSIBILITIES 
• Develops, coaches and mentors peers, indirect and subordinate staff. 

• If accountable for the work of others, conducts performance evaluation; reviews 

and communicates salary adjustments; rewards employees or takes disciplinary 

action, as necessary; addresses complaints and resolves issues.  

 

QUALIFICATIONS 
To perform this job successfully, an individual must be able to perform each essential 
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duty satisfactorily. The requirements listed below are representative of the knowledge, 

skill and ability required. Reasonable accommodations may be made to enable 

individuals with disabilities to perform the essential functions. 

 

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS 
• Master’s/MBA degree plus 5 years of event/promotions marketing, experiential 

marketing, public relations, brand marketing or hospitality experience reflecting 

increasing levels of responsibility; 

OR 

• Bachelor’s degree plus 7 years of event/promotions marketing, experiential 

marketing, public relations, brand marketing or hospitality experience reflecting 

increasing levels of responsibility; 

OR 

High school diploma or state-issued equivalency certificate plus 9 years of 

event/promotions marketing, public relations, brand marketing, or hospitality 

experience reflecting increasing levels of responsibility. 

• Previous managerial or supervisory experience. 

• Required to travel up to 50% of the time. 

• Candidates for this position must have a valid driver’s license and a safe driving 

record. Required to obtain a California driver’s license or appropriate state driver’s 

license within 30 days of hire. 

• Highly skilled at negotiating with event promoters and 3rd party partners to maximize 

brand exposure and engagement. 

• Duties require significant travel work to be conducted on weekends. 

• Required to stand and walk long periods of time. 

 

PREFERRED QUALIFICATIONS 
• Bachelor’s degree in Marketing, Communications or Business Administration with 

either a Marketing or a Public Relations concentration plus 10 years of experiential 

marketing experience reflecting increasing levels of responsibility.  

• Skilled in reading, analyzing and interpreting financial reports, contractual 

agreements, permits and licenses as well as legal documents. 

• Experience engaging with customers, regulatory agencies and/or members 

of the business community. 

• Experience responding effectively to the most sensitive inquiries or complaints. 

• Experience making effective and persuasive presentations to marketing clients, 

management, public groups and/or company leadership. 

• Skilled in calculating figures and amounts such as discounts, interest, commission, 

proportion, percentage, area, circumference and volume. 

• Experience defining problems, collecting data, establishing facts and drawing solid 

conclusions. 

• Experience working within strict budgets, negotiating with outside vendors, working 

with legal team members on contract negotiations, overseeing all areas of 

experiential marketing and event execution. 

• Experience managing multiple projects simultaneously. 

• Experience working with all levels and functions within the company. 
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PHYSICAL DEMANDS 
The physical demands described here are representative of those that must be met by an 

employee to successfully perform the essential functions of this job. Reasonable 

accommodations may be made to enable individuals with disabilities to perform the 

essential functions. 

 

While performing the duties of this job, the employee is frequently required to sit; use 

hands to finger, handle or feel and talk or hear. The employee is frequently required to 

stand, walk and reach with hands and arms. Specific vision abilities required by this job 

include close vision. 

 

WORK ENVIRONMENT 
This role will be domiciled in the E&J Gallo corporate office in Modesto, CA. 

 

The work environment characteristics described here are representative of those an 

employee encounters while performing the essential functions of this job. Reasonable 

accommodations may be made to enable individuals with disabilities to perform the 

essential functions. 

 

This role may work in crowded venues such as concerts and sporting events. Significant 

standing and wine pouring.   

 

The noise level in the work environment is usually moderate.  


